
Estimating & QuickBooks® Integration Workshop
Join us for a focused look at how QuickBooks integration tools in ConstructionSuite 
desktop and ConstructionOnline can save your hours each week in data entry
and ensure you’re accurately tracking incoming and outgoing revenue.

Meet New ConstructionOnline™ 2020
See the latest evolution of our award-winning project management 
software, featuring new tools like Time Tracking, Advanced Estimating,  
Cost Codes, Inbound Project Emails, and much more.

Come see the exciting new Redline Planroom - featuring new markup and
project management features - on the Samsung Flip 2 interactive whiteboard,
an advanced, interactive digital display designed for collaboration.

Redline™ Planroom + Samsung Flip™ - Touch and Go

10:30 AM

10:30 AM

Open Demo and Q & A Session
Got questions about how UDA solutions and services can help your business?  
Join our product experts for an informational Q & A session.

2:30 PM

2:30 PM

Get a comprehensive view of your projects’ ongoing progress by assigning
tasks and punch lists to your team, and give them the tools they need to 
document onsite conditions, delays, deliveries and more with daily logs.

Come see the our brand new cloud-based takeoff tool, Redline Takeoff. Learn how  
to get quick, accurate measurements from your plans for detailed cost calculations
so you can bid your jobs with confidence.

Project Tracking & Documentation in the Field 

Introducing New Redline™ Takeoff

Clear, centralized communication is key to success. Join us to learn about tools
designed to facilitate easy back-and-forth dialog between you and your team,
subs, and clients, including: Envoy™ Chat, ClientLink™  portals, RFIs and more.

Improving Communication with Clients & Subs2:30 PM

3:30 PM

10:30 AM
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Keep your team on task and on time with automated GamePlan emails.  
GamePlans are customized to only show the tasks, to dos, events, RFIs and
more that the recipient has been assigned to, so nothing gets overlooked.

Scheduling & GamePlans™ in ConstructionOnline3:30 PM


